Abstract-In this paper, we focus on 1-bit precoding approaches for downlink massive multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) systems, where we exploit the concept of constructive interference (CI). For both PSK and QAM signaling, we firstly formulate the optimization problem that maximizes the CI effect subject to the requirement of the 1-bit transmit signals. We then mathematically prove that, when employing the CI formulation and relaxing the 1-bit constraint, the majority of the transmit signals already satisfy the 1-bit formulation. Building upon this important observation, we propose a 1-bit precoding approach that further improves the performance of the conventional 1-bit CI precoding via a partial branch-and-bound (P-BB) process, where the BB procedure is performed only for the entries that do not comply with the 1-bit requirement. This operation allows a significant complexity reduction compared to the fully-BB (F-BB) process, and enables the BB framework to be applicable to the complex massive MIMO scenarios. We further develop an alternative 1-bit scheme through an 'Ordered Partial Sequential Update' (OPSU) process that allows an additional complexity reduction. Numerical results show that both proposed 1-bit precoding methods exhibit a significant signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) gain for the error rate performance, especially for higherorder modulations.
The near optimality for linear precoding in massive MIMO is achieved assuming that fully-digital processing and highresolution digital-to-analog converters (DACs) are employed at the base station (BS). However, this fully-digital processing requires a dedicated radio frequency (RF) chain and a pair of high-resolution DACs for each antenna element, which results in a significant increase in the hardware complexity and cost when the number of transmit antennas scales up. Moreover, the resulting power consumption of the large number of hardware components will also be prohibitive for practical implementation. All of the above drawbacks make fully-digital processing highly undesirable for a massive MIMO BS. Accordingly, there have been several emerging techniques that aim to reduce the hardware complexity and the power consumption for a massive MIMO BS, including hybrid analog-digital (AD) precoding [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] , constant-envelope (CE) precoding [23] [24] [25] [26] , and low-resolution DACs.
Hybrid AD precoding reduces the hardware complexity and cost by reducing the number of RF chains, where precoding is divided into the analog domain and the low-dimension fully-digital domain [15] . CE precoding reduces the hardware complexity by transmitting CE signals, which allows the use of the most power-efficient and cheapest RF amplifiers for each RF chain [25] . In addition to the above two techniques, the use of low-resolution DACs, which is the focus of this paper, can reduce the hardware cost and power consumption per RF chain by reducing the resolution of the DACs. Since the power consumption of DACs grows exponentially with the resolution and linearly with the bandwidth [27] , [28] , adopting lowresolution DACs instead of high-resolution ones can greatly reduce the power consumption at the BS, especially in the case of massive MIMO where a large number of DACs are required. Among low-resolution DACs, the most extreme case, i.e., 1-bit DACs, has received particular research interest, not only because it allows the most significant power savings, but also because the output signals of 1-bit DACs are CE signals, which further enables the use of the most power-efficient RF amplifiers, as in the case for CE precoding.
In the existing literature, there have already been some works that consider the precoding designs in the presence of 1-bit DACs [29] [30] [31] . In [29] , the traditional ZF precoding was applied to the case of 1-bit DACs, where the 1-bit quantization was directly performed upon the ZF precoded signals, and an error floor is observed as the transmit signalto-noise ratio (SNR) increases. The significant performance loss is as expected for this naive precoding method. In [30] , a 1-bit quantized linear precoding method was proposed based on the minimum mean squared error (MMSE) metric, which achieves an improved performance over the quantized ZF precoding approach. In [31] , the 1-bit precoding algorithm was proposed via an iterative gradient projection process based on the MMSE metric. However, error floors can still be observed for the 1-bit precoding schemes proposed in [30] and [31] , which result from the fact that linear precoding is still considered, i.e., the precoded signals before quantization are linear transformations of the data symbols. To further improve the error rate performance, non-linear 1-bit precoding designs, which directly map the data symbols into the 1-bit transmit signals through a symbol-level operation, were further proposed in [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] . In [32] and [33] , non-linear 1-bit precoding schemes were proposed via the gradient projection algorithm based on the minimum bit error rate (BER) metric and MMSE metric, respectively. Both proposed 1-bit algorithms outperform [29] [30] [31] significantly, especially in medium-tohigh SNR regime. [34] proposed a 1-bit precoding design via a biconvex relaxation procedure, while [35] extended the work in [34] and proposed several 1-bit precoding schemes based on semidefinite relaxation (SDR), ℓ ∞ -norm relaxation, and sphere precoding, respectively. [37] improves the performance of the schemes proposed in [35] through an alternating optimization framework, when a high-order QAM modulation is adopted at the BS.
Nevertheless, it should be noted that these MMSE-based precoding methods may be sub-optimal since they ignore that multi-user interference can be constructive and further benefit the performance, when symbol-level precoding is employed. Considering a PSK constellation as an example, if the received signal is forced to locate deeper within the decision region and further away from the detection boundaries, a more reliable decoding performance can be obtained, though the MSE in this case will increase. This observation has already been exploited in [10] and [42] [43] [44] [45] by constructive interference (CI) precoding to achieve an improved BER performance in a traditional small-scale MIMO system. Following this concept, [38] and [39] have extended the idea of interference exploitation to 1-bit precoding designs, and the resulting BER performance is shown to be promising. Moreover, while not explicitly shown, [40] also adopts the formulation of CIbased 1-bit precoding, where a branch-and-bound (BB)-based algorithm that obtains the optimal solution is presented. More recently, the BB framework has been extended to the case of QAM modulations in [41] based on the QR decomposition. However, the above two 1-bit designs based on the fully-BB (F-BB) process are still not practically useful in massive MIMO systems due to their unfavorable complexity.
In this paper, we focus on designing a near-optimal 1-bit precoding algorithm as well as its low-complexity variation for massive MIMO systems, where both PSK and QAM modulations are considered. We exploit the concept of CI to formulate the optimization problem, which aims to maximize the CI effect subject to the 1-bit output signal requirement. The proposed near-optimal 1-bit precoding solution is achieved via a judicious partial BB (P-BB) procedure, while its lowcomplexity counterpart is implemented through a greedy algorithm. For clarity, we summarize the main contributions of this paper below: 1) For both PSK and QAM signaling, by constructing the Lagrangian function of the relaxed optimization problem and formulating the corresponding Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions, we mathematically prove by contradiction that the majority of the output signals obtained from solving the relaxed problem already satisfy the 1-bit constraint, and only a small portion of the entries need to be further quantized to obtain a feasible 1-bit solution, where the quantization losses are incurred. 2) Building on this important and interesting observation, we propose a 1-bit precoding algorithm through a P-BB process to further improve the performance of the conventional CI-based 1-bit precoding method in [39] , where the BB process is only performed for part of the output signals that do not comply with the 1-bit requirement, and we adopt the adaptive subdivision rule to guarantee a faster convergence rate. For PSK signaling, we use the 'max-min' criterion to design the P-BB algorithm, while the MSE criterion and the alternating optimization framework are employed when QAM signaling is considered at the BS. Compared to the conventional F-BB method whose complexity becomes prohibitive in massive MIMO scenarios, our proposed P-BB approach enables the use of the BB framework in massive MIMO systems and allows a significant gain in terms of computational cost, while still exhibiting a near-optimal error rate performance. 3) We further design an alternative 1-bit precoding scheme through an 'Ordered Partial Sequential Update' (OPSU) process, where we only consider the effect of a single entry at a time on the objective function, while keeping other entries in the output signals fixed. The proposed OPSU method further allows an additional complexity reduction compared to the P-BB approach, and is particularly appealing when the P-BB process needs to search the entire subspace. 4) Compared to the conventional CI-based approach and other existing 1-bit precoding methods in the literature, numerical results demonstrate an SNR gain of more than 7dB for the proposed 1-bit precoding schemes in terms of BER, which also remove the error floors that are commonly observed in conventional 1-bit precoding techniques, especially when higher-order modulations are adopted at the BS.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the basic system model and concept of CI. Section III includes the proposed 1-bit precoding approaches for PSK signaling, and Section IV extends the proposed 1-bit precoding schemes to QAM signaling. Numerical results are shown in Section V, and Section VI concludes our paper.
Notations: a, a, and A denote scalar, column vector and matrix, respectively. (·) T and (·) H denote transposition and conjugate transposition of a matrix, respectively. card (·) denotes the cardinality of a set, sgn [·] is the sign function, and  denotes the imaginary unit. |·| denotes the modulus of Fig. 1 : A downlink massive MIMO system with 1-bit DACs a complex number or the absolute value of a real number, and · 2 denotes the ℓ 2 -norm. C n×n and R n×n represent an n × n matrix in the complex and real set, respectively. ℜ(·) and ℑ(·) denote the real and imaginary part of a complex number, respectively. rank (·) returns the rank of a matrix, and I K represents a K × K identity matrix.
II. SYSTEM MODEL AND CONSTRUCTIVE INTERFERENCE

A. System Model
We consider a massive MIMO system in the downlink, as depicted in Fig. 1 , where a BS with N t transmit antennas communicates with a total number of K single-antenna users simultaneously in the same time-frequency resource, where K ≪ N t . As we focus on the precoding design at the BS, ideal ADCs are employed for each user, and we assume perfect knowledge of CSI is known [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] . We denote the data symbol vector as s ∈ C K×1 , which can be drawn from a unit-norm PSK or a normalized QAM constellation. We denote H ∈ C K×Nt as the flat-fading Rayleigh channel matrix between the BS and the users, with each entry following a standard complex Gaussian distribution CN (0, 1). The corresponding transmit signal vector before quantization can then be expressed asx
which is a function of the symbol vector s as well as the channel matrix H. P represents a general precoding strategy that forms the desired unquantized signal vectorx, which can be a linear transformation of s as in [30] [31] [32] or a non-linear mapping as in [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] . When 1-bit DACs are adopted at the BS, the output signal vector on the antenna elements is given by
where Q is the element-wise 1-bit quantization on both real and imaginary part ofx. For simplicity, we normalize x such that x 2 2 = 1, which leads to
where x n is the n-th entry in x,
 , and N = {1, 2, · · · , N t }. Accordingly, the received signal vector y ∈ C K×1 can be expressed as
where n ∈ C K×1 is the additive Gaussian noise at the receiver side and n ∼ CN 0, σ 2 · I K .
B. Constructive Interference
CI is defined as the interference that leads to an increased distance to all the detection thresholds for a specific constellation point, as discussed in [42] [43] [44] . Closed-form CI precoding was firstly considered for PSK signaling in small-scale MIMO systems to improve the performance of the linear ZF precoding in [46] [47] [48] . The optimization-based CI approach firstly appeared in [10] , and has more recently been extensively studied in [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] , where the constructive area is introduced. It is shown that, as long as the received signal is located within the constructive area, the corresponding interfering signals are beneficial, which further improve the error rate performance. CI precoding has further been extended to QAM constellations in [54] , [55] . Compared to PSK modulations where all the constellation points can exploit CI, only part of the constellation points for QAM modulations can exploit CI, since we observe all the interference for the inner constellation points of QAM to be destructive, as discussed in [55] .
III. 1-BIT PRECODING FOR PSK SIGNALING
A. CI Condition and Problem Formulation
Before presenting the 1-bit precoding designs, we first briefly introduce the mathematical formulation of the CI condition for PSK modulations based on the 'symbol-scaling' metric, as depicted in Fig. 2 , where we adopt one quarter of an 8PSK constellation as the example [55] . Without loss of generality, we express
to denote a unit-norm constellation point, where we have further decomposed the constellation point into OF = s are omitted here for brevity. OB = OD + OE denotes the received signal for user k excluding noise, which is similarly decomposed into
where h T k is the k-th row of H. α A k and α B k are two introduced real auxiliary variables that fully represent the effect of interference and 1-bit quantization on s k . Following [10] and [55] , the 'symbol-scaling' CI condition for PSK signaling can be expressed as
where K = {1, 2, · · · , K}. Accordingly, the 1-bit precoding design that exploits CI and maximizes its effect can be formulated as
P 1 is a non-convex optimization problem due to the 1-bit constraint x n ∈ X DAC , ∀n ∈ N , and it is therefore difficult to directly obtain the optimal solution. Nevertheless, by relaxing this non-convex constraint, P 1 can readily be transformed into a convex problem:
wherex n is the n-th entry inx. With the relaxed signal vector x obtained by solving P 2 , a feasible solution to the original 1-bit precoding problem P 1 can be obtained by enforcing an element-wise normalization, given by
For notational simplicity, we denote the final quantized signal vector and the 1-bit precoding scheme based on the above relaxation-normalization procedure as x PSK CI and 'CI 1-Bit', respectively.
B. Analytical Study of 1-Bit CI Precoding for PSK
It has been shown in [39] that the error rate performance of 'CI 1-Bit' is promising, which outperforms many of the existing 1-bit precoding designs in the literature for PSK signaling [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] . In fact, it is numerically observed in [39] that most of the entries inx obtained by solving P 2 already satisfy the 1-bit constraint, while an element-wise relaxation is performed afterwards. This is the main reason why the performance of 'CI 1-Bit' is promising, since only a small part of the entries inx need to be further quantized, which leads to an insignificant quantization loss. Nevertheless, [39] fails to explain this observation from a mathematical point of view.
In this section, we further elaborate on this observation, and propose a 1-bit precoding method via the P-BB method based on this observation, which further improves the performance of 'CI 1-Bit' and achieves a close-to-optimal error rate performance. To begin with, we first transform the relaxed optimization problem P 2 into a simpler form for ease of our analysis. By comparing the real and imaginary part of both sides of (6), we can express α U k as a function of H and s, given by
By defining
and
(11) can be expressed in a compact matrix form as
where M ∈ R 2K×2Nt is given by
Based on the construction of M shown above, the following rank property is observed. Lemma 1: rank (M) = 2K with probability 1.
Proof: See Appendix A.
With the matrix formulation in (14), the relaxed optimization problem P 2 is equivalent to
where m
Based on the formulation of P 3 , the following important proposition is obtained, which builds the foundation of the proposed 1-bit precoding algorithms through P-BB in the following.
Proposition 1: Forx E obtained by solving P 3 , there are at least (2N t − 2K + 1) entries that already satisfy the 1-bit constraint.
Proof: See Appendix B. Lemma 2: The results of Proposition 1 directly extend to rank-deficient channels, where in this case there are at least [2N t − 2 · rank (H) + 1] entries inx E obtained by solving P 3 that already satisfy the 1-bit constraint.
Proof: The proof for this lemma follows the proof for Proposition 1, and is therefore omitted for brevity.
Proposition 1 mathematically explains the observation in [39] and the reason why the performance of 'CI 1-Bit' is promising. In the case of a massive MIMO system where N t ≫ K, (2N t − 2K + 1) is close to 2N t , i.e., the majority of the entries inx E obtained by solving P 3 already satisfy the 1-bit constraint, and the performance loss incurred from the subsequent quantization on the residual (2K − 1) (or even smaller) entries inx E becomes insignificant. Moreover, the performance loss to the optimal solution is expected to become even less for rank-deficient channels, where rank (H) < K, as shown by Lemma 2.
C. 1-Bit Precoding Design via Partial Branch-and-Bound
Building upon the important observation in Proposition 1, we introduce the 1-bit precoding method based on P-BB in this section. Essentially, as opposed to the F-BB method in [40] that searches the entire space X 2Nt DAC , our proposed P-BB scheme only focuses on part of the space, i.e., X NR DAC , which corresponds to the entries inx E that do not comply with the 1-bit constraint, where N R ≤ (2K − 1). Therefore, compared to the F-BB scheme in [40] whose complexity is proportional to the number of transmit antennas, which thus only works in small-scale MIMO systems, the P-BB approach introduced in this paper, whose complexity is only proportional to the number of users, enables a significant reduction in the computational cost of the BB-based method and allows the BB framework to be applicable in massive MIMO systems.
To be more specific, we firstly conduct some row rearrangements forx E obtained from solving P 3 to arrive atx E , such thatx E can be decomposed intô
where x F ∈ R NF ×1 consists of x E m that already satisfy the 1-bit constraint, and we obtain N F ≥ (2N t − 2K + 1) following Proposition 1. We further express
T that consists of the residual entries inx E whose amplitudes are strictly smaller than
, where we have N R ≤ 2K − 1 and N F + N R = 2N t . We further denote the matrix M with the corresponding column rearrangement asM (Mx E = Mx E ), which is decomposed intô
where
T ∈ R 2K×NR . The resulting optimization problem on x R is then given by
The proposed P-BB algorithm aims to update x R via the BB process to obtain the optimal solution of P 4 , while x F is kept fixed throughout the algorithm.
1) Initialization:
We select the solution obtained from the 'CI 1-Bit' scheme in Section III-A as the starting point of the P-BB algorithm, and we initialize the upper bound UB 0 by substituting x CI E into (14) , where
represents the real representation of x PSK CI . Accordingly, UB 0 is given by
2) Branching: In the branching process, we select an entry x R n in x R and allocate its value. To guarantee a fast convergence speed, we adopt the adaptive subdivision rule to choose n within each branching process [56] , [57] , where n satisfies:
Subsequently, we update x F and x R by removing x R n from x F and including it in x R , where N F , N R , M F and M R in (18) are also updated accordingly. By relaxing the 1-bit constraint, the convex optimization problem to obtain the lower bound can be formulated as
The value of the lower bound is equal to the objective of P 5 with the optimal x R , i.e.,
and the corresponding upper bound is obtained by enforcing a 1-bit quantization on the resulting x R , given by
It should be noted that P 5 needs to be solved twice in each branching operation, since x R n can take the value of either
(right child). For notational convenience, we denote LB − (UB − ) and LB + (UB + ) as the corresponding obtained lower bound (upper bound) for the left child and right child, respectively.
3) Bounding: In the bounding process, we update the upper bound UB 0 and remove sub-optimal branches. To be more specific, UB 0 is updated as
and we denote x UB0 as the 1-bit signal vector that returns UB 0 . Importantly, if the value of the lower bound (LB − or LB + ) is smaller than this updated upper bound, the corresponding obtained x R is a valid branch. Otherwise, if the value of the lower bound (LB − or LB + ) is larger than this updated upper bound, the corresponding obtained signal vector and all its subsequent branches are sub-optimal and can be excluded from the algorithm, which makes the BB process more efficient than the exhaustive search method. ; Obtain x − R by solving P 5 ; Obtain LB − and UB − via (23) and (24); Right Child:
; Obtain x + R by solving P 5 ; Obtain LB + and UB + via (23) and (24);
D. A Low-Complexity Alternative via OPSU
While the proposed P-BB algorithm exhibits a significant complexity reduction compared to the F-BB method, it may still need to search the entire subspace X NR DAC in the worst case, which may not be favorable when the number of users is large. Therefore, in this section we further introduce a lowcomplexity alternative approach based on an 'ordered partial sequential update' (OPSU) process, which is essentially a greedy algorithm. Firstly, it is observed in Algorithm 1 that, when updating x F , the P-BB approach considers the effects of all the residual entries in x R on the resulting Λ by solving P 5 . To pursue a more computationally-efficient approach, we propose a sub-optimal procedure by only considering the effect of a single entry in x R at a time on the objective function. Because of this design, the sequence how we select x R each time may further have an effect on the solution of x E and lead to different local optimums.
To be more specific, we first rewrite Λ as
where m R k represents the k-th column in M R , and
For the proposed 'OPSU' approach, in each iteration we aim to choose the value for x R k that can increase the value of the minimum entry in Λ, while keeping other entries inx E fixed. Meanwhile, we note that the amplitudes of the entries in the corresponding m R k also have an effect on the resulting Λ. Therefore, by denoting
we propose to first allocate values for x R k whose corresponding m R k has the most significant impact on Λ, i.e., m R k that has the largest value of γ k . We repeat the above process until all the entries in x R have been visited, and this iterative process is summarized in Algorithm 2, where sort [·] is the sort function following a descending order.
Algorithm 2 1-Bit Precoding based on OPSU for PSK
Find the index k in (25) where
; Calculate UB + ; Update UB 0 via (25) ; Update x UB 0 ; end for Output x PSK OPSU = Ux UB 0 .
Compared to the P-BB method proposed in the previous section where the cardinality of the set G in Algorithm 1 may keep increasing after each iteration, the major complexity gain for the low-complexity 'OPSU' method proposed in this section comes from the fact that we only consider one feasible solutionx E and update its entries following an iterative manner. In this case, card (G) = 1 and therefore the inner iterative process in Algorithm is no longer required. Another complexity reduction comes from the fact that the proposed 'OPSU' method avoids the need to solve the optimization problem P 5 within each iteration. Both of the above make the 'OPSU' method more computationally efficient than the P-BB approach.
IV. 1-BIT PRECODING FOR QAM SIGNALING
In this section, we focus on CI-based 1-bit precoding approaches when QAM signaling is considered at the BS. In this case, the received signal vector y needs to be further rescaled for correct demodulation, expressed as
where r is the received symbol vector for demodulation, and β is the precoding factor that can be obtained by minimizing the MSE between r and s, given by [37] 
A. CI Condition and Problem Formulation
Similar to Section III, we begin by considering the CI-based 1-bit precoding design for QAM, where we still decompose the symbol and noiseless received signal following (5) and (6) . In the case where QAM constellations are considered, the expressions for s A k and s B k can be simplified into s
For the mathematical CI condition for QAM constellations, we follow [55] and consider the multi-user interference on the inner constellation points as only destructive, as illustrated in Fig. 4 , where a 16QAM constellation is depicted. Accordingly, Fig. 4 : An illustrative example of CI condition for QAM we divide the real scalars α A k and α B k , ∀k ∈ K into two groups O and I, where the entries in O correspond to the real or imaginary part of the symbols that can exploit CI, i.e., both the real and imaginary part of the constellation point 'D', the real part of 'B' and the imaginary part of 'C', as shown in Fig.  4 , while I consists of the residual entries corresponding to the symbols that cannot benefit from CI. We can then obtain
and card (O) + card (I) = 2K.
Subsequently, the CI condition for QAM constellation points can be expressed as
and the corresponding 1-bit precoding problem that exploits CI can be formulated as
Remark: P 6 is a non-convex optimization problem. More importantly, due to the fact that the equality constraints and the 1-bit constraints cannot both be satisfied at the same time in general, we note that the original optimization problem P 6 for QAM constellations is an infeasible problem in nature, as opposed to P 1 formulated for PSK which is always feasible. This infeasibility also makes the P-BB algorithm designed for PSK signaling not directly applicable.
To obtain a feasible 1-bit solution for QAM signaling, we can relax the 1-bit constraint in P 6 by following similar steps as in (9) and (10), where the relaxed optimization problem can be formulated as
The error rate performance for 'CI 1-Bit' following this relaxation-normalization procedure serves as an upper bound of the proposed 1-bit precoding methods based on P-BB and OPSU introduced in the following. For notational convenience, we denote the obtained quantized signal vector based on this conventional CI approach as x QAM CI .
B. Analytical Study of 1-Bit CI Precoding for QAM
In this section, we show that the results revealed in Proposition 1 for PSK signaling directly extend to QAM signaling, while the problem formulations are different. To begin with, we expand (28) into its real representation, given by
where r E , y E and n E are the real representations of r, y and n, respectively, similar to x E as shown in (12) . β in (29) can then be equivalently expressed as
Following the steps in Section III-A, the relaxed optimization problem P 7 can be equivalently transformed into
Based on the formulation of P 8 , the following proposition is presented. Proposition 2: Similar to the case of PSK, forx E obtained by solving P 8 , there are at least (2N t − 2K + 1) entries that already satisfy the 1-bit constraint.
Proof: By constructing the KKT conditions of P 8 , this proposition can be similarly proven by contradiction following (53)-(60), which is omitted here for brevity.
C. 1-Bit Precoding Design via Partial Branch-and-Bound
In this section, we propose the 1-bit precoding scheme via P-BB for QAM modulations. Before we proceed, we note that due to the infeasibility of P 6 in nature as discussed in Remark, the P-BB algorithm designed for PSK constellations cannot be directly extended to the case of QAM modulations, since the sub-problem included in the BB process will be infeasible when the number of entries in x R that are to be optimized is smaller than card (I). To circumvent this issue, when we design the P-BB algorithm for QAM signaling after obtaining x E , we consider the MSE criterion as the objective function instead, which is defined as
Based on the expression for MSE as shown in (39), we note another distinct feature when QAM signaling is considered: Compared to PSK signaling in which case the objective function only includes x E , the objective function for QAM signaling also includes the precoding factor β, which is a function of the transmit signal vector x E that is to be optimized. The non-linear relationship between β and x E , as observed in (37) , makes the direct minimization on MSE difficult to solve. Nevertheless, noting that β and x E are uncoupled in the expression for MSE, the alternating optimization framework can be adopted as an effective method [58] . To be more specific, the alternating optimization selects x QAM CI as the starting point, and iteratively update β and x E until convergence, where the update for β follows (37) , and the updated x E is obtained by minimizing the MSE in (39), given by P 9 : min
where we note that the term β 2 Kσ 2 is constant when β is fixed, which is therefore omitted.
For clarity, we first summarize the main steps of the alternating optimization framework in Algorithm 3 before proceeding, where ǫ 0 is a pre-defined threshold for convergence. Obtain M based on s and H; Obtainx E by solving P 8 ; Express x E = Q (x E ); Calculate β based on x E via (37); Calculate MSE 0 based on β and x E via (39); while ǫ > ǫ 0 do Update β via (37) based on x E ; Update x E by solving P 9 via P-BB with the given β; Calculate MSE based on the given β and the updated x E via (39);
In the following, we briefly describe the P-BB process within the alternating optimization framework for QAM signaling, which generally follows the P-BB process for PSK in Section III-A. The major difference lies in the formulated optimization problems for obtaining x R and the corresponding calculation of the lower bounds and upper bounds, since the criterion has switched to MSE minimization.
1) Initialization:
The initial upper bound UB 0 can be obtained based on the expression for MSE in (39) as
where we note that β is fixed in this BB process due to the alternating optimization approach.
2) Branching: Similar to the case for PSK, we rearrangẽ x E obtained from solving P 8 intox E such thatx E can be decomposed as in (17) , where x F and x R are similarly defined. To proceed, we select an entry in x R and allocate its value following the adaptive subdivision rule. The resulting optimization problem on x R that minimizes the MSE can then be constructed as
whereĤ E denotes H E with the corresponding column rearrangement. By decomposingĤ E intoĤ E = [H F , H R ], the objective function of P 10 can be simplified into
where we introduce s F = s E − β · H F x F that is fixed within the P-BB process for a given β. To obtain the lower bound, we relax the 1-bit constraint in P 10 to arrive at a convex leastsquares (LS) problem as
The lower bound is equal to the objective of P 11 with the optimal x R , i.e.,
and the corresponding upper bound is obtained by enforcing the 1-bit quantization on the optimal x R , given by
Similar to the case of PSK, P 11 needs to be solved twice, for the left child and right child, respectively.
3) Bounding and Algorithm:
The bounding operation and the algorithm for QAM signaling generally follow the bounding process for PSK signaling and Algorithm 1, which are therefore omitted for brevity.
By substituting the P-BB algorithm into the alternating optimization framework in Algorithm 3, the final 1-bit solution based on P-BB for QAM signaling can then be obtained.
D. A Low-Complexity Alternative
In this section, we further develop a low-complexity alternative method based on OPSU for QAM signaling as well. Similar to the case of PSK, we consider the sub-optimal approach where we update a single entry in x R at a time following an iterative process. Following the P-BB method proposed for QAM signaling, we adopt the MSE metric when designing this low-complexity algorithm.
To be more specific, we firstly calculate the initial precoding factor β 0 and MSE 0 based on the obtainedx E by solving P 8 . Subsequently, in each iteration we allocate the value (−
) for one entry in x R , calculate the corresponding precoding factor β, and choose the one that returns a lower MSE value, bearing in mind that the entry in x R with a larger value of the corresponding γ k in (27) has a higher priority to be considered, as in the case for PSK signaling. This process is repeated until all the entries in x R have been visited, and the above iterative approach is summarized in Algorithm 4 below.
Algorithm 4 1-Bit Precoding based on OPSU for QAM
Obtain M based on s and H; Calculate each γ k via (25) ; Obtainx E by solving P 8 ; Express x CI E = Q (x E ); Obtain S via (56); Decomposex E via (17); Obtain β 0 via (37) and MSE 0 via (39) based on x
; Calculate β − and MSE − ; Right Child:
; Calculate β + and MSE + ;
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, numerical results of the proposed approaches are presented based on Monte Carlo simulations. In each plot, the transmit SNR is defined as ρ = The 1-bit CI-based method by quantizing the solution of P 2 for PSK or P 8 for QAM; 9) 'CI 1-Bit OPSU': The proposed 1-bit OPSU method; 10) 'CI 1-Bit P-BB': The proposed 1-bit P-BB method; 11) '1-Bit F-BB': The optimal F-BB method [40] .
A. Results for PSK
Before presenting the BER results, we firstly show the convergence of the proposed P-BB method, as depicted in Fig.  5 , where QPSK modulation is adopted. In a small-scale 8 × 2 MIMO system as in Fig. 5 (a) , the convergence of both the F-BB method in [40] and the P-BB method proposed in this paper is presented. Compared to the F-BB method that requires 17 iterations to converge, we observe that the proposed P-BB method converges within only 4 iterations. We can also UB and LB value LB, P-BB UB, P-BB observe that the performance gap between the optimal F-BB approach and the proposed P-BB scheme is marginal, as will also be shown by the BER result in the following. When the MIMO system scales up to 64 × 16, as depicted in Fig. 5 (b) , the complexity of the F-BB scheme becomes prohibitive and the number of required iterations cannot be shown. Compared to that, it takes up to only 12 iterations for the P-BB method to converge.
To further reveal the complexity gain of the proposed P-BB algorithm, we compare the total number of visited nodes for P-BB and F-BB methods with respect to the increasing number of users in Fig. 6 , where we consider two scenarios with N t = 8 and N t = 16, respectively. For both cases, it is apparent that the number of visited nodes for P-BB is much fewer than that for F-BB, especially when N t becomes larger. Both the results in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 demonstrate the significant complexity reduction of the proposed P-BB approach.
For QPSK modulation, we depict the BER result of a smallscale MIMO system in Fig. 7 for K = 2 and N t = 8, where we have also included the optimal F-BB method for comparison. A general observation is that quantized nonlinear precoding methods perform better than quantized linear precoding methods, especially when the transmit SNR exceeds 10dB. Among the non-linear precoding schemes, it is observed that the proposed 'CI 1-Bit P-BB' achieves the best BER performance, with only less than 1dB SNR loss compared to the optimal F-BB method '1-Bit F-BB', which demonstrates its superiority. For the proposed low-complexity 'CI 1-Bit OPSU', while it achieves a slightly inferior performance to the proposed P-BB method, it is more computationally efficient by avoiding the BB process. Compared to the 'DP 1-Bit' method which performs the best among the existing 1-bit precoding approaches for a small-scale MIMO system, it is worth highlighting that the SNR gain of the 1-bit precoding methods proposed in this paper can be as large as 5dB when the BER is 10 −4 , and becomes more prominent when the BER goes lower.
We extend our BER result for QPSK modulation to the case of massive MIMO in Fig. 8 , where a 64 × 16 MIMO system is considered. In such scenarios, the optimal F-BB method is no longer applicable due to its prohibitive computational cost. When the system scales up, we observe that the performance gains of the 1-bit precoding methods proposed in this paper become larger compared to the existing works. More specifically, compared to 'C1PO 1-Bit' which achieves the best BER performance among the existing works in this scenario, we observe an SNR gain up to more than 7dB for the proposed methods in this paper, when the BER is 10
In what follows, we consider massive MIMO systems with higher-order PSK modulations, where existing 1-bit precoding methods usually exhibit poor error rate performance. In Fig.  9 , we depict the BER result for a 128 × 16 MIMO system when 8PSK modulation is employed. In this scenario, among the existing works we observe that only 'CI 1-Bit' and 'C1PO 1-Bit' can achieve acceptable error rate performance. Similar to the case when QPSK modulation is adopted, both 1-bit precoding methods proposed in this paper exhibit superior BER performance, with an SNR gain up to more than 5dB compared to 'CI 1-Bit'. Fig. 10 further depicts the error rate performance for 16PSK modulation in a 128 × 16 MIMO system. In this scenario, we observe an error floor for all the existing 1-bit precoding methods, and the best BER they achieve cannot be lower than 10 −3 . As a comparison, both 1-bit precoding schemes proposed in this paper exhibit promising BER results, achieving a BER lower than 10 −5 when the transmit SNR is equal to 20dB and 25dB, respectively. Moreover, as opposed to results for QPSK and 8PSK where the proposed methods achieve comparable BER results, we observe that the performance gap between the proposed 'CI 1-Bit P-BB' and the proposed 'CI 1-Bit OPSU' becomes more significant, when the higher-order 16PSK modulation is adopted. 
B. Results for QAM
We move to the description for the numerical results when QAM modulation is considered at the BS. Similar to the case of PSK, we first demonstrate the convergence of the proposed P-BB approach before presenting the BER results, as shown in Fig. 11 for 16QAM when the transmit SNR is 0dB, where we note that the 'iteration number' is the total number of iterations including both the alternating optimization and the P-BB process. In Fig. 11 (a) where N t = 8 and K = 2, i.e., a small-scale MIMO case, we observe that the P-BB method becomes convergent within 4 iterations, while the F-BB approach requires more than 50 iterations to become convergent. When the considered scenario scales up to a 64×8 MIMO system where the F-BB scheme becomes inapplicable, Number of users, K we observe in Fig. 11 (b) that the required number of iterations for convergence of the proposed P-BB method is only 16. To demonstrate the complexity gain of P-BB compared to F-BB for QAM signaling, Fig. 12 further depicts the number of visited nodes with respect to the increasing number of users, where the cases of both N t = 8 and N t = 16 are considered for 16QAM modulation. Similar to the result when PSK signaling is considered, as shown in Fig. 6 , we observe a considerable complexity reduction for the proposed P-BB process, especially when the number of users is small.
In Fig. 13 , we present the BER result for a 64 × 8 MIMO system when 16QAM modulation is adopted at the BS. Similar to the case of PSK, we observe significant performance improvements for both 1-bit precoding schemes proposed in this paper compared to 'CI 1-Bit' and 'C1PO 1-Bit' in the literature, where the SNR gain can be as large as 5dB when the BER is below 10 −4 , which demonstrates the superiority of the proposed schemes for QAM modulation.
Fig. 14 further depicts the BER result when 64QAM is employed for a 128 × 8 MIMO system, where error floors are observed for existing 1-bit precoding approaches. Similar to the result for 16QAM, we observe substantial error rate im- provements for the proposed 1-bit precoding methods based on P-BB and OPSU, compared to existing linear 1-bit approaches and the conventional 'CI 1-Bit' scheme. In particular, the SNR gain can be more than 5dB when the BER is lower than 10 −4 .
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed several 1-bit precoding approaches for massive MIMO downlink based on CI, where both PSK and QAM signaling are considered. The proposed 1-bit precoding methods are based on the observation that most entries in the output signals obtained from solving the relaxed CI-based optimization problem already satisfy the 1-bit requirement. Therefore, the BB operation as well as the sequential update operation are only applied to a small portion of the entries of the output signals that do not comply with the 1-bit requirement, which leads to significant savings in terms of computational complexity. Simulation results have validated the effectiveness of the proposed 1-bit precoding algorithms, which demonstrate superior error rate performance.
APPENDIX A PROOF FOR LEMMA 1
For notational simplicity, we first introduce
Subsequently, we can further transform the expressions for α 
where H T k,E expands h T k into its real equivalence, u k and v k are given by . . .
with T ∈ R 2K×2K and G ∈ R 2K×2Nt . Based on the expressions for u k and v k in (50), we observe that there does not exist a constant c such that v k = c · u k , ∀k, since v k and u k are the two bases for s k as in (5) and are not parallel. Therefore, T is full-rank, i.e., rank (T) = 2K, which further means that rank (M) = rank (G) [60] . We further obtain rank (G) = rank (H E ), where
which expands H into its real equivalence, based on the observation that G is identical to H E after some row rearrangements. Since the flat-fading Rayleigh fading channel H is full-rank with probability 1, and the real part and imaginary part of H are i.i.d., we obtain the rank of M is rank (H E ) = 2 · rank (H) = 2K with probability 1, which completes the proof.
APPENDIX B PROOF FOR PROPOSITION 1
Proving this proposition is equivalent to proving that the number of entries whose amplitudes are strictly smaller than
is at most (2K − 1). Firstly, we transform the convex optimization problem P 3 into a standard minimization form, given by
The corresponding Lagrangian of P 12 can be constructed as
where β ∈ R 2K×1 , µ ∈ R 2Nt×1 , and ν ∈ R 2Nt×1 . Accordingly, we formulate the KKT conditions as
In the following, we prove this proposition by contradiction. Suppose that there are a total number of 2K entries iñ x E whose amplitudes are strictly smaller than
. For notational simplicity, we introduce a set S that consists of the indices of these entries inx E , which can be mathematically expressed as
and based on our above assumption we have card (S) = 2K. According to the complementary slackness conditions (55d) and (55e), we further obtain µ n = 0, ν n = 0, ∀n ∈ S.
Recall (55b) which can be viewed as a system of linear equations with β being the variable, and for simplicity we introduce W = M T = [w 1 , w 2 , · · · , w 2Nt ] T . We subsequently pick the corresponding rows of W whose indices belong to S to formulate a subsystem of linear equations, given by
where W p ∈ R card(S)×2K is expressed as W p = w n1 , · · · , w nm , · · · , w n card(S) T , ∀n m ∈ S. (59)
Based on the result in Lemma 1 and that card (S) = 2K, we obtain that W p is full-rank. According to the linear algebra theory [60] , given a full-rank coefficient matrix W p , a nonzero solution to (58) does not exist and there is only a trivial solution, i.e., β * = 0.
However, this solution does not comply with (55a) that enforces a non-zero solution of β, which causes contradiction. By following a step similar to the above, this contradiction is also observed if we assume there are a total number of N > 2K entries in the obtainedx E whose amplitudes are strictly smaller than
, which completes the proof.
